Born in 1929, Parker Majestic grinders have a proven reputation for durability, longevity, and precision. All of our grinders incorporate high quality spindles, hand scraped ways, and precision linear-motion bearing ways. This is all mounted on precision cast iron bases, setting the industry standard for stability, reliability, and strength. We offer advanced technology Siemens CNC control packages that allow our products to provide exceptional return on investment for years to come.

For your convenience, our CNC grinders are packaged with preprogrammed conversational grind and dress cycles. These can be used alone, or combined to create basic or complex part programs without in depth knowledge of G & M code. To create forms, a contour drawing tool is also bundled as part of the default package. All standard G & M code programs are also accepted making our tools accessible to operators of a broad skill range.

Parker Majestic has decades of knowledge manufacturing and maintaining various styles of precision spindles. This experience enhances our ability to provide a wide selection of grinding spindles that can be fit to your machine and application. Known for accuracy and durability, our spindles are designed to stand the test of time.

To help you achieve the greatest precision and productivity in your grinding operations, we provide exceptional training, machine service, and spare parts inventory to support your Parker Majestic system.